
Theme:

Victory in Christ...  He will come again...

Live as His people! 

First, we need to understand the numbers

in Revelation:

Symbolic Numbers in Revelation

There are two things to remember when

working with numbers and Revelation!



�  If any of the numbers are real numbers

then all of them are real numbers!

�  If the numbers are real then the teachings

connected to them are real like the

Millennium; the only people in heaven are

144,000 male, Jewish Virgins who play the

harp, sing, and have never lied!  If you teach

a 1,000 year Millennium (Revelation 20:1-10)

then you must also teach that a person can

only go to heaven if he is male, Jewish and a

also virgin (no sex or lust for women...

EVER!) who has never lied (Rev. 14:1-5).



Symbolic Numbers in Revelation

ONE and THREE, Multiples and

Combinations (i.e. 1000)

�  God’s perfect Number; in combination is

the Triune God perfectly acting in His

person as God 

�  (+000 = Father Son Holy Spirit); also see

TEN below (10X10X10 = 1000; i.e. 3 TENS)

NOTE: 666 is not a multiple use of the

perfect THREE but an almost SEVEN

and an evil Triune... see SIX and

SEVEN below



FOUR an earth number (i.e. 4 cosmos; 4

winds; 4 corners of the earth) See below:

the way THREE and FOUR are together in

the numbers SEVEN and TWELVE

SIX and Combinations an evil number

connected to the Devil

"666" pictures an evil "trinity" wanting to

rule; usurping what is God's place;

deceiving people like the Devil is a

SEVEN;  SIX is used as it is almost

SEVEN!



SEVEN and Combinations— complete,

perfect numbers; shows God’s perfection

(THREE) in connection with His perfect

work on earth (FOUR); i.e. 

 3 (God comes) to 4 (earth) = 7   

�  7 spirits of God = complete, totally God

�  7 churches = the complete church seen

through all time

�  7 eyes (Zechariah 3:9) = God completely

seeing everything

� Forgive my brother 7 X 7, i.e. completely

forgive as God forgives (Matt. 18:21-22 &

Matt. 6:12). 



TEN and Combinations complete numbers

in connection to the earth 1000 = 10 X 10

X 10 = a complete number of years not

meaning an actual number of years

Notice the TWELVE below... the number

144,000 is connected to this number 1000

(10 X 10 X 10) showing a complete

Church down through a complete number

of years!



TWELVE and Combinations are complete

numbers in connection to the work God

accomplishes among people in the Church

on earth

3 <God comes) times <shows huge number)

  X 4 <earth #) 

 =12 is His work in people on earth

   12 = Old Testament Church (includes 

a # 3 so it is God’s work in people)      

   12 = New Testament Church (includes 

a # 3 so it is God’s work in people) 

   12 X 12  equals 144 

 (X <times = huge, all inclusive number of

 those God has worked faith in them)      



NOW, 12 X 12  equals 144 X 1,000 <a

perfect number of years but not an

actual number of years) 

          Ten is God completing His work on

earth; multiplying  (10 X 10 X 10)  = 

1,000 is  God’s complete work

through all time = 144,000 <a

symbolic number of all God’s

people that His, Jesus’ completed

work on the cross saved through all

time!



INTRODUCTION: 

� The Gospels show Jesus' life on earth

  �  Revelation shows Jesus in heaven.  

   �  The Gospels shows the servant life of

Jesus.   ... 

�  Revelation shows glorified Lamb (Jesus)

ruling whole universe until heaven's

victory.  

The 7 Visions in the Book are arranged

under one overarching vision having 7

parts (Outline entries A - G).  



The 7 part overarching vision unifies the

Book as it reappears throughout where

God's people overcome because of Christ

the Lord. Those Outline entries are printed

in red and are of that one overarching

Vision.  This vision has a heavenly

(spiritual area) and earthly aspects. 

In this Over-arching vision there are 7

visions: 

3 Heavenly visions showing where

God is or events happening in the

spiritual area and those Outline

entries are printed in green!

 And



 4 Earthly Visions showing things

happening to or on the earth and

those Outline entries are printed in

Brown!.  All the visions happen

from the Cross/Ascension to the

End of the world.  The large cross

really represents the over-arching

that has 7 parts that unify

Revelation.

Watch the diagram on the next page as it

shows the structure of Revelation... The 7

visions (3 heavenly and 4 earthly) and the

1 overarching vision having 7 parts

(Outline entries above A - G)





OUTLINE

 Prophet (John) called to write... The

beginning... (1:1-8)    

     I.    Letters to Prepare the Churches 

The Letters prepare the Churches under

the Victorious Christ as Lord; This

unites the book under that Theme as it

ends (Chapters 21 & 22) showing that

same victorious Church (through time)! 

A. (The 1st part of the Overarching Vision

parts: begins 1:9-20) The Risen and

Ascended Lord of the Church 



B. (The 2nd part of the Overarching Vision

parts: continues 2:1 - 3:22) Tells John

to write to His Church, those that

overcome 

II.  The 1st Heavenly Vision  (4:1-5:14) - The

Outcome Inspires!



Dispensational and Historic

Premillennialist Revelation "Scholars" put

the "Rapture" at 4:1 as in Tim LaHaye's

Book] ...  It leads to the question: 

Why, if the Rapture was such an

important, end-times event, does

not appear clearly in Revelation?

        Important articles and other WEB pages: 

LCMS - The "End Times" A Study on

Eschatology and Millennialism Brief

Study of the different views

(Pictures shown next page)







Outline continues:

III.   1st Earthly View - 7 Seals - Man

against man  (6:1 - 8:5, verse 5 shows the

end.)

C.  (The 3rd part of the Overarching Vision

parts: continues 7:1-17)  The 144,000,

those who overcome. (During the 6th

Seal)  See 7:17, they, the Church,

came out of the tribulation as the

harvest of the earth.  

IV.   2nd Earthly View - 7 Trumpets - Nature

against man (8:6-11:19, verse 19 is the

end.)



D.  (The 4th part of the Overarching Vision

parts: continues 10:1 - 11:14)  The little

scroll and the witnesses. (During the

6th Trumpet)  See 11:12, they, the

Church, went up to God as the harvest

of the earth.  

V.   The 2nd Heavenly View  (12:1 - 13:1) 

Is a view from Creation 

E.  (The 5th part of the Overarching Vision

parts: continues 13:2 - 14:20)  The

deception against God's people, the

Lamb and the 144,000 that overcome. 

See 14:14-20, they, the Church, are

the harvest of the earth  



VI.  3rd Earthly View - 7 Bowls - God sends

before too late!  

(15:1 - 16:21, verses 18-21 is the end.) 

F.  (The 6th part of the Overarching Vision

parts: continues 17:1 - 19:21) The

Near End.  See Chapters 17 and 18,

the deception against God's people;

see Chapter 19:1-10 where the

multitude, those that overcame,

appears again for the wedding feast

with the Lamb; see 19:11-21 for the

harvest of the earth. 

    VII.  The 3rd Heavenly View (20:1-22:21)



      G. (7th part of the Overarching Vision

parts: continues 21:1 - 22:6)

The New Jerusalem with the Tree

and River of Life, all for the Church,

those that overcame!  The City

coming down is the first coming of

Christ... this Vision happens from

the cross to the end. The Tree of

Life for the healing of the nations;

unclean outside can’t enter the city;

liars can’t walk on God’s road. 

...The end: Jesus is coming!!   (22:7-21) 




